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Insert a table
In VisualEditor, choose "Insert > Tables" to insert a table in a page:

After entering the rows and columns, an empty table appears with the edit menu:

When the mouse rests on a symbol, the respective function is displayed.
Double-click in the cells to insert text:

Merge rows and columns
When you click in a row, an arrow appears at the left edge of the row and at the top of the
column. To connect the cells in a row or a column, click on the respective arrow and then in the
edit menu on "Merge":
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You can also connect individual cells. Hold down the Shift key and click in two or more adjacent
cells. Then connect the cells. The cells must be adjacent in a row or in a column so that they can
be connected.

Table properties
In the menu item Properties, there are numerous settings to adjust the functionality and
presentation of the table:
Property

Description
Shows a header above the table:

Caption

After disabling the header, it is lost and must be reentered when re-enabled.
Styed
(wikitable)

enables the default wiki look after table styles were previously selected
In the first row, a sort function is displayed:

Sortable

The current sorting is shown in the title bar. Only one of the two sort arrows will
appear in the sorted column.
Collapsible

The table can be hidden on the page via a text link.

Collapsed

If the "Collapsible" property is active, this determines whether the table is visible or hidden

initially

when the wiki page is loaded. T

Exportable
The filter function is activated in the title bar and allows the following actions:
Sort table (ascending or descending values of the active column)
Hide table columns
Filter column (only values from the current column are considered here)
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Property

Description

Filterable

If the filter is activated, the table styles are ignored and the table is displayed in
"Filter Style". After deactivating this function, the selected table style is displayed
again.
Table
style

Here you can load different style sheets for the table.

Use full
width for

The table uses the full width of the wiki page, regardless of the table contents.

table

Table styles
The following style sheets can be selected in the Table Style menu. Click on a picture to start the
gallery:
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Standard

Content

Content (black)

Content (blue)

Content (darkblue)

Cusco Sky

Casablanca

Greyscale

Greyscale (narrow)

The visual editor makes it easy to format content as a table. The following alternatives for
creating tables exist:
Tables can also be inserted as a csv file on a page (just drag the CSV file onto the page in edit mode)
Complex tables can alternatively be attached to the page as an xlsx file.

Technical reference: VisualEditor

Reference:VisualEditor
Extension\: VisualEditor
all extensions
Overview
Description:
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Overview
State:

stable

Dependency:

Developer:

MediaWiki

License:

Type:

MediaWiki

Category:

Edition:

MediaWiki
MIT
Editor

BlueSpice pro, BlueSpice free, BlueSpice Farm, BlueSpice Cloud

View help page

Features
VisualEditor is a WYSIWYG editor that enables you to edit wiki pages without having to enter
special markup (like HTML, wiki tags). The editor menu bar resembles those of commonly used
word processing programs.

Technical information
Configuration
Up to BlueSpice 3.2.x: The VisualEditor uses the Node.js service Parsoid. Because this service
cannot be installed in some cases, this extension is deactivated by default. After successful
installation and configuration, the visual editor can be activated as described.
BlueSpice 4.1.x+: VisualEditor no longer requires Parsoid. Therefore, VisualEditor is activated by
default.

Rights (permissions)
Requirements
VisualEditor requires BlueSpiceFoundation.

Accessibility
Test status:

2-testing complete

Checked for:

Authoring tool

Last test date:

2022-08-04

WCAG level:

AA

WCAG support:

partially supports (workaround: yes)

Comments:

most important keyboard shortcuts (e.g., to save a page, to format
elements) are available, but not for all elements;
workaround1 : source editing
workaround2: e.g. Chrome browser: alt+F opens browers menu -> s
(to go to search function) -> search for "Insert" and focus on Insert
menu
high contrast mode support: starting mw 1.39 (see T180890)
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Extension type:

core

Extension focus:

editor
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